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Introduction and Framing
• High Level Overview

• Historical and Continuous Context

• Do not assume homogeneity of this information

• Small part of your journey and work

• Prioritize lifelong learning and use it!



Intentions for Takeaway
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Presentation Notes
Goal: Work towards adaptive intuition, not reactive performance; or the ability to disrupt and solve issues “backwards.”“Most people, if you describe a train of events to them will tell you what the result would be. They can put those events together in their minds and argue from them that something will come to pass. There are few people however who, if you told them a result, would be able to evolve from their own inner consciousness what the steps were which led up to that result. This power is what I mean when I talk of reasoning backward…” –Sherlock Holmes, A Study in Scarlet, Ch 7Social Justice and Social equity work, in so many ways, is living in a world of continuous results: When we talk about the importance of dismantling and disrupting inequitable policies, systems, institutions, histories, etc., we must also hold a both/and mindset – that all these things are products or the results of people. The actors in the systems, the institutions and across history that have designed, perpetuated, upheld, protected, dismissed, ignored, or passively accepted the policies, systems, status quos, expectations, assumptions we seek to dismantle today. If the civil rights act was to be the turning point for inequity, that was only 56 years ago. That is living memory. President-elect Biden, for example, was around 22 years old when it was passed. And the Americans with Disabilities act was passed 30 years ago. Disability Justice came into this world in 2005, that was only 15 years ago. To hold all that all the time is impossible. This is neither a sprint nor a marathon, it is a relay race. We must recognize and learn from those who we learned at the feet of and stand on the shoulders of, who passed us this baton. And we must work together for an effective, collective, and sustainable pathway forward.And to memorize all the hundreds of tools, frameworks, and concepts for when the moment comes in impossible. The goal should not have an intention that you will leave with a laundry list of “When you face X,Y,Z, scenario, you do A, B, C.” The goal should be to develop the foundations, tools and frameworks so that, at any time, and in any moment, you will be able to find the most applicable and strategic solution by reasoning backwards. This will require innovation, deconstruction, growing pains, and active, lifelong work. My intentions for your takeaway today is that you can leave with a new tool, fortification of your current tools, or information to use when you are in a space to sharpen and rotate your tools in the future. 



Disability Rights | Disability Justice

Disability Rights

• Established civil rights for people with 
disabilities. 

• Equality model – Symptoms but not root 
causes

• Lacks intersectional analysis

• Legal/ Rights based framework



DISABILITY RIGHTS | 
DISABILITY JUSTICE

Disability Justice

• Liberatory Framework based on dismantling systems

• Intentionally fluid and dynamic

• Based on 10 Principles for transformative change

• Wisdom vs. Knowledge 



DISABILITY JUSTICE PRINCIPLES

1. Intersectionality
2. Leadership of 

those most 
impacted

3. Anti-capitalist 
Politic

4. Commitment to 
Cross 
Movement 
Organizing 

5. Recognizing 
Wholeness

6. Sustainability
7. Commitment to 

cross-disability 
solidarity

8. Interdependence
9. Collective 

Access
10.Collective 

Liberation

Image from DissentClothing



Disability Rights vs Justice 

Disability Rights

Disability Rights are the individual legal 
rights to equal access and “reasonable” 
accommodation based on the ADA and 
other supporting laws

• Policy change, but who has access?

• Litigation, but who has resources?

• ADA applications, but does it cover 
equity issues like these?

Disability Justice 

Disability justice is a framework that seeks 
liberation beyond paternalistic, equality-
based systems. The right to control and 
autonomy of our bodyminds, lives, 
sexualities, gender, work and 
intersectionalities

• Leadership of Most Impacted

• Sustainable, Intersectional, and 
Interdependent

• Collective Access and Liberation



What is Intersectional Erasure/ 
Racialized Ableism

 Ableism: Bias, oppression, marginalization, 
etc. regarding lived or perceived 
impairment or disability

 Racialized Ableism: Compounded harm, 
violence, bias at intersection of racism and 
ableism
 Gender, size, color/tone, and class often play 

a part as well 
 Intersectional Erasure: Apathy or lack of 

regard for the whole person, and hyperfocus 
on select identities within an intersection
 Often a result of confirmation and/or anchor 

bias
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/a-young-black-autistic-man-was-sentenced-to-50-years-for-a-car-crash-tens-of-thousands-of-people-are-now-calling-for-his-freedom/2020/06/24/fabeda1a-b640-11ea-a8da-693df3d7674a_story.html“On the contrary, the evidence presented strongly suggests pedal misapplication as the primary collision factor,” reads the letter, which has been sent to the governor’s office. “Pedal misapplication is a common cause of crash collisions among those age 16-20 and those with poor executive function, as is common in autism and ADHD.”The letter says the evidence indicates the collision “was an accident.”“Matthew made a mistake,” Vance writes. “Would we criminally penalize a driver who fainted? Who had a seizure but didn’t know they had a seizure disorder? Who had an allergic reaction? Is it a crime, a moral failing, something worth removing from someone their freedom, to make a mistake as a direct result of having a disability? Or is it that being Black and disabled makes a mistake a criminal offense?”More than half of blacks in the U.S. with disabilities will be arrested by the time they reach their late 20s, a new study finds.In general, people with mental or physical disabilities were 13 percent more likely to be arrested as juveniles or young adults than people free of disability, according to the report in the American Journal of Public Health.For blacks, disability widened the chances of arrest by 17 percent, and more than 55 percent of blacks with disabilities were arrested by age 28.Author Erin J. McCauley, a policy analysis and management doctoral student at Cornell University in Ithaca, New York, called the arrest rate for blacks with disabilities “horrifyingly high.”“It almost makes the experience of arrest fundamental to the experience of being black and having a disability, when more than half of the group experiences arrest,” she said in a phone interview.Using data from a national survey of nearly 9,000 Americans born between 1980 and 1984, McCauley estimated the cumulative probably of arrest by age 28 for people who considered themselves, or whose parents considered them, disabled. Disabilities ranged from blindness, deafness, missing a body part or having an emotional or learning problem.Nearly one-third of those surveyed had been arrested by age 28. For those with disabilities, the chances of being arrested rose to 43 percent, but the risk fell disproportionately on young people of color.Blacks with disabilities were at greatest risk of arrest – nearly double the 28 percent risk of whites with disabilities. More than 46 percent of Hispanics with disabilities could expect to be arrested as children or young adults, the study found.Discuss in your groups the following questions:How was this person’s rights as a disabled person violated? How could disability justice in this instance have helped?What were the intersectional issues? Where would the ADA. (or an equality vs equity approach if you are unfamiliar,) have helped, and where would it have fallen short?Where are the pain points at Justice for Aging for applying equity or justice frameworks within systems (housing, employment, and contracting?) 



BOTH/ AND, NOT EITHER/OR

Disability is not either 
visible or invisible. Some 
people can have both visible 
and invisible disabilities!
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Some disabilities can vary from visible to invisible based on the circumstancesPsychiatric Disabilities, Traumatic Brain Injury, Epilepsy, HIV/ AIDS, Diabetes, Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, Sleep Disorders,  ADHD, Learning Disabilities, Multiple Chemical Sensitivity, Heart Conditions



MASKING INVISIBLE DISABILITIES
Most people with invisible disabilities do not disclose at work 
out of fear of bias!

Data:  

• 30% of the professional workforce fits federal 
definition of having a disability

• 39% of employees have disclosed to their 
manager

• 24% have disclosed to their teams

• 21% have disclosed to HR

• 62% reported an invisible disability

Why do you think people tend to hide their disability at 
work?

Source: Center for Talent Innovation, “Disabilities and Inclusion Study,” via Harvard Business Review



MASKING INVISIBLE 
DISABILITIES

Why Do People Often Report Hiding Invisible 
Disabilities
• Social Conformity/ Construction
• Teasing or Harassment
• Change or loss of rapport with peers and supervisors
• Past trauma/ negative experience
• Low energy/ patience/ hope in process
• Bias towards work performance 
• Stalled or disrupted career
Thinking of intersectionality, how could other 
identities increase or intensify the likelihood of 
these?
Source: Center for Talent Innovation, “Disabilities and Inclusion Study,” via Harvard Business Review



WHAT IS WEATHERING?

• Term borrowed from geology

• Effect of long-term anger or anxiety 
response

• Leads to distraction and disruption of 
development

• Can lead to micro-traumas (Long-term 
effects)



Transformative Practice

Transformative Practice Guiding Principles
• What happened as understood through themes across the 

narratives?
• Who is hurt and what have they said are their needs?
• Who is accountable for resolution and repair?
• Who is missing from this conversation, and how do we 

incorporate their voice and needs?
• What social, political, cultural, institutional, historical, etc. 

pieces have contributed or led to this?
• What are some situations that are structurally similar, and 

what helped in those situations that can be applied to this?
• What are strategies for determining root causes, and taking 

next steps for resolution and repair?



DJ vs WSC: The Struggle is Real!
Disability Justice

1. lntersectionality

2. Leadership of those most impacted

3. Anti-capitalist Politic

4. Commitment to Cross Movement Organizing

5. Recognizing Wholeness

6. Sustainability

1. Commitment to cross-disability solidarity

8. Interdependence

9. Collective Access

10. Collective Liberation

3.

White Supremacy Culture
Perfectionism

2. Sense of Urgency 

Defensiveness

4. Quantity over Quality 12.

10. Individualism

11. Progress is bigger/ 
more

Objectivity

13. Right to Comfort5. Worship of the 
Written Word

6. Paternalism

7. Either/Or Thinking

8. Power Hoarding

9. Fear of Open Conflict



WHAT TO DO: ORGANIZATIONS/ HR
• Make a commitment across organization 

and among all members of community: 
Infuse disability equity across all departments and 
at all levels

• Continuing Education: Both ensure staff have 
access to opportunities to learn more about 
disability and ensure all educational opportunities 
are accessible for disabled employees

• Train and Advance Disabled People: Do not 
only focus on hiring disabled people, implement 
equity in advancement and leadership

• Strive toward Universal Design: Beyond 
accessibility, seek to design a workplace that is 
accessible in its nature

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First bullet examples: Is the CEO committed to a disability-friendly workplace? Do corporate policies, procedures and practices specifically mention the word "disability?" Do people with disabilities serve on the board? Are workers with disabilities employed at all skill levels in the workforce, including senior management positions? Are your products and services marketed to customers with disabilities? Do people with disabilities purchase your goods and services?Second bullet examples: Does new staff orientation include disability awareness training? Are training materials available in alternate formats such as large print, Braille and captioned? Do employees with disabilities serve as mentors for new hires who do not have disabilities? Are people with disabilities integrated into your workforce?  Is staff familiar with legislation pertaining to disability issues? Is disability information provided routinely in the company newsletter or on an intranet site?Third bullet examples: Do employees with disabilities routinely participate in employer-sponsored training opportunities? If not, has this issue been brought before a disability support group for recommendations? Are procedures in place to promote qualified employees with disabilities to management and supervisory positions?



WHAT TO DO: MANAGERS

• Be proactive: Ask about accommodations on intake 
forms and/or provide a list of possible 
accommodations with accessible ways to receive 
without bias or threat

• Trust people: If someone comes forward, believe 
them, thank them, and listen. It is difficult to disclose. 
Not everyone is trying to “get over” on the system

• Make time and space: Some people will want, or 
need, to make their invisible struggles visible. Create 
time and a safe space for that

• Check Ins: Put regular and “shadow” meetings on the 
calendar. The “shadow” are times where meetings can 
alternatively happen to accommodate chronic 
disabilities

Source: Liz Allen, Tech Invisibility Project, “Asking for Accommodations with an Invisible Disability



WHAT TO DO: DISABLED EMPLOYEE/ ALLIES

• Look for signals of support: Organizations will show 
that they take inclusion and equity seriously upfront

• Get to know your manager: Look for inclusive 
behaviors and develop a rapport for ongoing discussion

• Find comrades in solidarity: Find a peer you can 
trust or see if the organization can start a solidarity 
program to help with witnessing and strategizing

• Join or start an ERG: If an allyship program is not 
possible, an ERG for disabled folks, (and caregivers,) can 
help create a empathetic community, and can work 
together for change

Source: HBR, “Why People Hide Their Disabilities at Work”

Source: Disabled and Here

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First bullet examples: During the hiring process, they will work to make a good first impression, create transparency around accommodation requests on their career site and during the application and onboarding processes, will list disability in their diversity statement, clearly highly disability affinity networks, mentor programs, share the accommodation process during new employee orientation, etc. Second bullet examples: Center for Talent Innovation’s six traits of an inclusive leader: Make sure everyone gets heard, offer actionable feedback, take advice, empower team members, make it safe to propose ideas, and share credit for team success. *Don’t assume you’re an ally. Don’t monolith disability.”
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